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Dance Education in Young Adults
Brianna Quinones-Barron

I began my thesis project with going out into the field and working with dance students in a
public school. I returned back to my old high school and participated as a guest choreographer during
the summer dance camp in August 2011. I wrote learning outcomes, made lesson plans, and
obtained feedback from the dancers. After I had completed a sample assessment of the progress of
five students, l wrote an analysis of my experiences, highlighting what worked in my lessons and
what I could change in order to lead the student to continuing and increased success.
This information fueled the second portion of my thesis, which was to examine the
differences between a private dance education through dance studios and public dance education
through high schools. I conducted primary research through interviews and secondary research
through reading. I found many conflicting ideas about the training and development of a dancer
physically, mentally, and emotionally. Dancers, dance educators, as well as the public hold different
opinions about what it means to be a dancer and about what methods are best to achieve desired
goals. Some points of view focus on the whole person, mind, body and spirit. Others only look at the
physical training of the dancer.
As I was writing the second part of my thesis project, I became particularly interested in the
importance of a successful relationship between students and teachers. Statistics showed that better
relationships between students and teachers not only benefited the student but also the teacher.
Teachers who knew their students better gained increasing knowledge of how to reach their
students. Students, therefore progressed more successfully.
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Ever since I was much younger I have always loved learning new things. I came
to know very quickly just how important learning is. Since I was 4 and my own father
left, my mother had to struggle. She did not have a high school diploma and was working
multiple jobs to support me and my brother. We struggled with little money to spare and I
spent a lot of my childhood either doing my homework or watching basic cable. Since
then, I graduated from high school, worked through community college and transferred to
Loyola Marymount University. I am an accomplished student, dancer, and young adult
that has a lot of plans for my future. I have always wanted to be a teacher because of the
difference I want to malce in peoples lives. I think that teachers are the people who shape
what the world is going to be like years from now. The time to reach children and young
adults is while they are in school. Although not every student will choose the same path,
my main concern is that they choose a path at all. I want young people to discover things
about themselves that they have never though possible. I want them to understand that
school is not just about getting a piece of paper that says you are qualified to do
something. It is a chance to understand the self and grow into a person much more
informed and all around prepared for the world ahead of them. The arts, does this so well
because it is not absolute answers, it is a process and a growth. My opinions on education
span into different categories .
On Standards for the Arts Education and Dance Education:
These standards are essential for growth within the arts community. Because we
have this form of organization, it encourages a unity within the arts and dance education
system. Although State and National Standards are both similar and different, it is a way
for teachers to educate their students so that they can go anywhere else in the country and
be prepared to keep up with a new environment. It also gives the arts a firm foundation to
stand on when criticized by those who are not aware of just how valuable the arts is in
education. While other concentrations are measured by numbers and the absolute, the arts
is measured by different sections broken down into smaller points so that we can reach a
particular goal within each category. These standards give teachers the ability to educate
the same standards across the country .
On Motor Learning:
Motor learning is essential in dance education because students can be educated
on every piece of their bodies. It gives students the ability to go through their bodies and
discover little pieces of a large puzzle that they may not have known about. For example,
simply learning about fine and gross motor skill can help a student to really examine

themselves when they are dancing. It makes students ask themselves; What am I moving?
How am I moving it? What is connected to it? How does my body feel in space
(proprioception) This in turn, lights the way to making connections between how the
entire body moves together to create even the smallest movements.
On Dance Notation:
Dancers have their own ways of deciding how to describe their movement. Some
draw up notes to help them remember a dance or pieces of one. I have seen some dancers
draw out positions of the feet or body to recall what it feels like while doing it. Notation
has created a way to give dancers a way to link a visual and verbal language together to
create one. I find that Laban notation in particular has given me better ways of describing
dance. I am able to give a better critique because the language of notation is there for me
to use when describing movement. If notation is taught to dancers early on in their
dancing career, it would be more embedded into the culture. Although notation is a
widely known language in dance, many young dancers today are not even aware there is
such thing as a dancers 'sheet of movement'. With early education of the notation
symbols, dancers could create movements and note them so that the choreography is
never lost!
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On History, Culture, and Context:
This one of the most important pieces of dance education. Just as students learn
the history of our country as well as countries around the world, they should be aware of
where art comes from. This creates such a deep connection between one and their craft.
Speaking fluently about one's craft gives so much more substance to the creativity and
appreciation that stems from it. Culture is practiced and knowledge about culture gives
artists the ability to live in it and understand it. For example, Hawaiian dance is very
connected to the Earth because the culture has a deep appreciation for everything that is
alive. Dance such as hula is derived from this love of life. If dancers are unaware of the
meaning behind Hawaiian dance, how can they appreciate, perform, and feel truly
connected to the movement? They cannot. The same goes for those dancing for cause.
African slaves brought their culture into the states and were truly connected to their
movement. Crumping is known to be derived from African dance and many of those
dancers understand this. It helps them the dive even deeper for their cause of dance .
Perhaps they are dancing for social justice, or even a personal struggle .
On Assessment:
I believe in the Formative and Authentic assessment because this world and its
inhabitants are constantly changing. To say that Summative is a correct way of assessing
is incorrect, absolutely. It is impossible for a student to be either smart, or not. There are
students who are intelligent in many different ways. We have grown up in an education
system that has been crafted to be a 'one size fits all' kind of education when that is
simply not how humans are made! We are a very diverse species and because of this, it is
important to not only find different ways of teaching, but also different ways of
assessing! One test does not determine the abilities of every student.

Boys Hip Hop Team/ Dance Team/ JV Dance Team 2011-20 J2
Lesson On:
Dance : The Experience
-choreography (learning, creating, teaching)
-perfolillance
-culture, context
-health/nutrition
-discussion
Lesson 1-5 of 5
CA Standards
LI Demonstrate refined physical coordination when performing movement phrases. ( alignment, agility,
balance, strength.)
1.2 Memorize and perform works of dance, demonstrating technical accuracy and consistent artistic intent
1.4 Demonstrate Clarity of intent while applying kinesthetic principles for all dance elements.
2.2 Create a body of works of dance demonstrating originality, unity, and clarity of intent.
2.6 Collaborate with peers in the development of choreography in groups ( duets, trios, small ensembles)
2.7 Teach movement patterns and phrases to peers.
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3.2 Describe ways in which folk/traditional, social, and theatrical dances reflect their specific cultural
context.
3.4 Explain how dancers from various cultures and historical periods reflect diversity and values.
(ethnicity, gender, body types, and religious intent)
4.1 Describe how the qualities of a theatrical production contribute to the success of a dance performance.
(music, lighting, costuming, text, sign design)
4.2 Apply criteria based assessments, appropriate to various dance forms (concert jazz, street, liturgical).
4. 3 Defend personal preferences about dance styles and choreographic fonns, using criteria based
assessment.
5.3 Explain how dancing presents opportunities and challenges to maintain physical and emotional health
and how to apply that information to current training and lifelong habits.

5.4 Explain how participation in dance develops creative skills for lifelong learning and well being that are
interpersonal and intrapersonal.

5.5Examine the training, education, and experience needed to pursue dance career options ( performer,
choreographer, dance therapist, teacher, historian, critic, filmmaker.)
Leaming Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to demonstrate clear movement with intent, performing
works they have memorized and physically practiced, incorporating knowledge of coordination, weight
proportion and movement in space. They will be able to collaborate with peers, teach others movement,
and identify how musicality is used for the construction of choreography. Students will be able to speak,

write, and describe how particular styles of dance relate to the culture, time period, society and what kinds
of values/opinions genres contribute to society. Lastly, Students will be able to speak and write about the
healthy physical/emotional habits and lifestyle of a dancer as well as how skills in dance and creativity are
beneficial to future learning. Students will be aware of how to pursue a career in dance.
Lesson Vocabulary
Weight (Heavy/Light)
Time (Sudden/Sustained)
Focus (Direct/Indirect)
Space
Musicality
Intent/Clarity
Introduction
Begin with introducing myself to the students. I will tell them a little about me and what my experiences
have been with dance as well as what it means to me. Also, they will tell me a little about themselves such
as name, age, why they dance, and what they want to accomplish this coming school year in dance or any
aspect oflife. This introduction time is a chance for me to get to know the people l will be teaching for
the day. I will then give them a brief summary of the activities we will be doing for the day.
Warm Up
I will play some upbeat music so that the dancers can get into their bodies and walk around the space. We
will then gather in the centre for group stretching.
Assignment One:
1. Dancers will learn a short piece of Choreography so that I can see how they learn and how they move.
We will run through the choreography a couple of times. In the mean time, I will be giving them feed
back about how they are moving, asking questions like:
Where are you looking/ What is your focus? Straight ahead or to the corner?
Where is your arm going exactly? Sharp, indirect ... etc. ? ( I will explain what these terms mean as we go)
Musicality; With the music or against it? (what kinds of musical cues to you hear with the choreography if
any?)
TI1ese questions will be expanded into short discussions about how to think about your movement so that
the dance' s deliver is clear and intentional.
We be looking at how they move in regards to balance, strength, flexibility as a dancer. It is important for
the students to demonstrate that they are applying these ideas about intention/clarity/ and technical
proficiency.
2. The students will then choreograph a small 16-24 count phrase ( no music) in which they will explore
these ideas about clarity and intent then teach it to a partner.
They will then give feedback to their peers about the same elements we discussed before.
Discussion:
I will ask the students if there are any questions, discoveries that they would like to share about what they
have learned.
Teacher Prep:
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(Lunch)
Assignment Two:
The purpose of this activity is so that the students can work together and have play time to explore fun
ways to create shapes and illusions. When they choreograph, they will have a larger movement vocabulary
because they have formed their bodies in ways that are outside of their comfort zone, stimulating their
creativity.
I .Students will work with a partner or trios to explore ways of composing shapes/illusions/ and tricks
together.
Students will pick their partners or trios and then play with the idea of support. It will be demonstrated to
them, how to properly use a partner for support and test out the strengths of each other.
Each student will take tum being the "base" while the other(s) explore .
Because they are a performing team, this activity stimulates creativity by challenging students to make
something that they can show off to audiences, displaying their strength and innovation as dancers .
Teacher Prep:
None
Activity Three:
Group Discussion and Information
During this portion of class, we will talk about DANCE and its MANY components such as:
The Experience:
What does a dancer feel?
Why do we love to move?
What does this art form provide for us? (Therapy? Creative outlet? Ect.)
Why do we dance ( as individuals, as humans)?
Performing:
Why do we perform?
What does it take to be an exceptional performer? (such as performance qualities)
What do we love about perfom1ing?
Ask students to recall a time when a performer inspired them as dancers.
-what about the performer inspired them? How can they incorporate this quality into their own performing?
Dance and the Media:
Body Image- what is the "right" body image as the media portrays?
We will discuss how this "image" is created.
Where do we see this image in America? Movies? Music? Magazines?
How is this image a false representation of what EVERY dancer "should" look like?
Self Esteem- Why is it important for a dancer to love themselves?
We will discuss the many pressures of perfection that dancers face and some ways that we may be able to
over come them.
Teacher Prep:

Video Clip (YouTube)
The Dove Experiment
Histo1y /Culture/Context:
What are some reasons/occasions the people dance around the world?
(religion, agriculture/harvest, death, family/love ect.)
How does dance send messages and raise social awareness?
What is dance like here in the U.S.?
I will ask the students to tell me about what they know about a popular dance style?
( We will focus on Hip Hop)
What is the culture of this style?
The dress code?
Where does hip hop come from?
We will discuss how music evolved as well as dance and became about expression, messages, social
awareness, and perfonning through time.
The students will contribute to the conversation, adding their own ideas, opinions and related topics to the
history/culturn and context of dance.
Health and Nutrition:
Ask the student to tell me about what they normally eat.
Do you have breakfast?
What time do you go to bed/wake up?
When is your dinner time?
Do the students know that what you eat and when you eat can detennine how much energy they have for
the day?

I want the students to understand how important it is for them to eat a good breakfast as well as get

enough sleep and exercise. Suggest some things that are great to eat for breakfast and throughout the day,
staying away from too many sweets and fatty foods. These foods are not filling or satisfying to your
bodies needs.

These healthy practices will increase energy, perfonnance, and overall well being in the mind, body and
spirit.
Suggest Meditation because it is beneficial for dancers to take time out to center themselves and connect
with their bodies in a peaceful way.
We can discuss a simple way to meditate.
Teacher Prep: None
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Observations of Student Work

August 2nd 2011
Boys Hip Hop Team (IO Boys)
My First Impression:
When i arrived, the boys seemed nervous and anxious to know what we would be
learning for the day. They were attentive when i arrived and greeted me. I thought they
looked very ready to learn and take in new information. My plan was to give them some
great information about dance and performance that they may or may not have heard before.
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Boys were anxious to learn. I noticed immediately they had different styles .

I talked to them about trying to imagine/ mimic what the choreographer was trying to
communicate through their choreography. Think about the intention.
-sometimes a dancer is asked to put aside personal style to fit choreography and
adapt to new movement outside their comfort zone .
- I pointed out exapmples of our own movement patterns and suggested some ways
to move outside the comfort zone to fit what your choreographer wants .
Boys were great with teaching eachother. They took in the information I gave them
about adaptation in choreography. They taught eachother very well and were
respectful/ participated.

Assignment 2 Notes:
-Boys discovered they had some strengths they didnt know they had. they were
very excited to experiment.
- The dancers were experimenting using shapes and solving movement strategies to
achieve them using eachother.

This assignment made me think about why young kids and teens do not have the
opportunities to play anymore. I would like to see them use these kinds of
improvisation exercises more often to come up with new ways of moving.

Assignment 3 Notes:
When we began to discuss dance, the dancers were vary attractive. They had so
many thoughts and questions!

- I found it interesting that they do not get alot of free discussion in their classes to
talk about the things they care about and their personal well being.

I find that kids are fed information but are not given many chances to discuss and
connect. Many of these students revealed to me that those kinds of discussions are
what they enjoy most about classes.
When the discussion was over, I felt VERY satisfied with the day. They boys seemed to
really enjoy it and opened themselves up in a way that many boys dont!

August 3rd, 2011
Girls Junior Varsity Team ( 30 girls)
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My First Impression:
This team is the largest group of the three teams. Already i could see the challenge
of keeping their attention and trying to make sure i could give them all a piece of my
personal attention.

Assignment 1 Notes:
Again, I noticed that the ladies had thier own sense of style just as the boys did.
- I had the same talk about trying to fit choreography when it is intended. Clarifying
that sometimes it is okay to exhibit your own style. It just depends on the situation .
I noticed some technical issues with the dancers .
I . weight proportion
2. pointed toes
3. spotting
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4. musicality
we discussed technique and did some across the floor to work on these things.
Some dancers struggled with teaching their peers some choreography. I worked with them
to give them some tools for teaching their peers more effectively .

Assignment 2 Notes:
The flexibility of some of the ladies allowed them some variety of movement and
making shapes that the boys did not attempt.
- alot of the ladies communicated to be that they loved this exercise because it gave

them ideas for choreography and performing.

(This was my intention)

Assignment 3 Notes:
Again, the discussion was a very popular part of the lesson.
-Ladies were particularly interested in talkes about:
body image
health and nutrition
dance in the media
careers in dance
performing
Boys were interested in:
performing
health and nutirtion
cultural context discussions

A question came to my mind after this discussion: What sets the "image" of a
dancer for ladies?

August 4th, 2011
Girls Varsity Team ( 15 girls)
First Impression:
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TI1e maturity level was considerably different from the J.V. team, eventhough there
were a few under classmans on the team. They had jazz shoes on and were ready to start
class on time!

Assignment 1 Notes:
- Ladies were anxious to learn
- Many of them were great teachers to eachother and very respectful but needed a
little work on a few things as far as communicating ideas across to reach different kinds of
learners.

How does this skill become developed through a junior varsity and varsity team in
school systems?
Across the Floor:
We worked on some more advanced concepts across the floor .
-flexed/ pointed toes
-multiple turns
-focus/direction
-different energies

Assignment 2 Notes:
Ladies were able to create a variety of shapes but Varsity team was even more
innovative than the other 2 teams.
-differences in level and shapes

These dancers loved the partner section of the lessons
- They were laughing and creating team bond, working with other dancers they did not
know very well.

Assignment 3:
These dancers were very interested in:
-Health/Nutrition
-body image
-performing
-careers (many seniors)
-discussing different genres

Again, the girls really loved the discussion portion as did the other 2 teams. They seemed to
light up when we would talk about alot of the things they were interested in. Many of them
learned some new things that they were happy to hear about careers.
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Student Sample
I.Rubric Scores and Summary Assesment
2.( 5 Students)/ (5categories)

Student #1 : Ash!ynn ( Varsity)
Scores

Technique: 4
Performance: 4

Choreography: 5

Effort: 5
Presentation: 5

Ashlynn was a great student because she had a very alive vibe about her. I enjoyed giving her some tips during her lesson day
on several things i bave seen her struggle with the last 3 years I have taught her at the annual summer camp. Since I am familiar
with her journey on dance team, I felt able to give her a great foundation for what she will need when she graduates from high
school this comming Spring. She shows excellent effort and her presentation is always fantastic. Her choreography was
creative and shows that she made concious choices She learas choreography quickly and is able to adapt to other styles quite
easily.I gave her a 4 iu the first two categories because she needs to work on some key tlrings in her dance technique. She
performs beautifully however she drops her focus on and off during her performing. Technically speaking, she must work on
her turns and stability.
Student #2: Anna (Varsity)
Scores

Technique: 5
Performance: 4

Choreography: 5
Effort: 5
Presentation:5
Anna is an amazing dancer and I enjoyed teaching her very much. As a senior in high school, i feel that is is very equipped to
begin a college dance program in the fall if she choses to do so. I gave her a 4 in perfom1ance because she needs to engage the
audience more. Although she is a very outgoing dancer, she has times iu her performing that she drops her focus for just a
second however it is obvious. When i spoke to her about this, she understood and is trying to rid of the habit. However overall,
she shows great effort and is an obvious leader. She is always prepared to dance and wears appropriate clothing. Her technique
is really clean and she has little problems with her stability. She learas choreography quickly and creates interesting
choreography that I take notice of.
Student#3: Salaiua (Varsity)
Technique: 3/4
Performance:5
Choreography: 3
Effort: 5

Prl.lsentation: 5

TI1is is Salaina's first year on the Varsity Dance Team. She is a Junior and i think she has alot of potential. I gave her a 4 on her
technique because she has things to work on such as her stability, placement of her anns and turns to name a few. Her
choreography was basic but she did understand some ideas I gave her about drawing inspiration from different places to create
choreography. I think she could be a really beautiful dancer with much more practice. She has a fantastic performance
personality with great confidence and leadership skills. I loved watching her dance.
Student #4: Mojica (J.V.)
Technique: 3
Performance: 3
Choreography: 2
Effort; 3
Presentation:4

Mojica is apart of the Junior Varsity team and there is a clear difference from this team to the Varsity team. Mojica is a sweer
girl but she has alot of work to do on her technique. She did not have the most confidence and this seemed to put a strain on
her effort towards the projects. Her choreography is very basic, consisting of many of the same movements without much
effort being put into the choreography. l gave her some tips about basic tecnhique across the floor and also gave her some
suggestions about how she can make her choreography diverse. She needs alot of concentrated work this year.
Student #5: Christopher (BHH)
Technique: 5
Perfo1mance; 5
Choreography:5
Effort: 5
Presentation: 5

Christopher is apart of the Boys Hip Hop team. He is a senior this year and this is his third year on the boys team. When he
started out three years ago, he was very shy. He constantly looked at the grounds during his performances and had issues with
looking at the ground and speaking up when he needed help. Since then he has excelled so much! He has taken class at several
studios and began teaching at one as well. He is very confident in his choreography and has landed a top spot on his team as a
main choreographer for both the boys and girls team for hip hop choreography. Through the lessons I gave him ways to think
about his choreography and expand it even more that what it is now. We worked on the detail of his choreography mostly and
making decisions about his intentions.

I have been teaching at the dance camps at my high school since the year after i graduated, however, this year was very
difforent. In years before, I knew and went to school with some of the students that I came back to teach once I had graduated.
I found this challenging because I had a different relationship with them that a teacher should have with their students. Being
friends with your students makes teaching them complicated since they wont respect you in the same way a student respects
thier teacher. This year, I did not know most of the students I taught. I received much more respect and attention that I had
received in the past. I found that maintaining a teacher-student relationship is very important and effective.
During the lesson I tried to implement concepts from some classes at LMU. In modem especially, many of my classes
start out slowly then work their way up to a more en,,r.,,,tir, level. I implemented this concept in movement and found that it
was much easier for students to get into their bodies this way. I talked them through a slow wann up and gave them time to
warm their bodies instead of instantly putting on some music and asking them to go straight into movement. These dancers are

being worked for four hours a day Monday through Friday and some of them also have other things going on such as Cheer
camp and Sporting camps straight after or before. I thought it would be a very effective to give them time to get into their
bodies and also to prepare themselves mentally. What matters to me very much is making sure that my dancers take care of
themselves physically and mentally. I know personally that I cannot function properly without enough wann up time and
menial preparation.
During the activities I found that many students need different kinds of axplaination when being taught. I found myself
having to say the same thing in several different ways to get the students to be able to feel something in their bodies during
wann up. I introduced them to some different kinds ofwann up that they are not used to. We did small combinations that are
common in modem class at LMU. We also put more focus into the stretching sequences. Some dancers have been doing the
same stretches for a long time and are unaware that they are doing them incoJTectJy. When we went over the importance of
certain stretches and where they should be feeling the stretch. During my wann-ups with all three groups we had an entire
body experience going through some learning information about themselves and their bodies.
The most effective activity was the talks I had with all three groups. They showed a tremendous amount of interest
when talking about the entire dance experience. We talked about technique, commercial dance, danc-e culture across different
genres and college to name a few things. Like I have said in my notes, I felt that these talk5 gave dancers something more than
taking class can. Many of these dancers only go to classes and do the same thing every day, They are not aware of what is on
the outside. The dancers are caught up in the media's version of what a dancer is. I think tJ1ese talks are what makes dancers
healthy. They are given a voice in a career that can be superficial and judgement is placed on their bodies. When l teach
students in the future, I will most definitely use these talks with students as a great way to get to know them and build special

relationships with them. I think a teachers relationship with their students is very key beeause we spend so much time \'l~th
them.
I have enjoyed teaching these kids from my high school. They are

people and many of them have so much

potential Every time I come to teach them, I remember the reasons why I wanted to teach in the first place. I have seen growth
in myself in the last two years I have been at LMU. I have been given different tools to use which I pass on to share with other
dancers. I am never paid for my visits to teach at the camps and that will not change. I love to teach to this age group of kids
because there is so much in front of them.

Brianna Quinones-Ba1Ton
Senior Thesis
Reflection: Summary of Dance Studies

Fundamentals of Dance Composition I and II
Improvise dance movements
Compose and Perform dance studies
Speak, Read and Write about dance and dancing
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Build Community. ( coach together, discuss, analyze, watch each others dance work, respond, risk take,
grow, individual challenges and gifts.)
Integrate lessons from the course with your life outside the dance studio. (apply what you have learned into
other courses or into your own personal life.)
Create movement solo and with peers using outside inspiration such as: environment, props, ideas, music
or other pieces of art (poetry, letters, visual art/pictures).

Dance Styles and Forms
To discover and develop multiple approaches to dance composition .
To promote further understanding and development of the creative process in dance making
To gain a deeper understanding of music and dance related to danee composition
Gain a greater understanding and implementing ofLaban's Effort Concepts
Promote the development of the individual students personal dance asthetic
Investigate solo,duet, trio and quartet group format
Create short pieces of choreography, solutions to different choreographic problems
Evaluate dance/dancer/choreography through written work and description.
Coach students in class
Participate in creative problem solving
Discover and develop a personal dance aesthetic

Laban Movement Analysis
The student will develop physical skills in the areas of Body, Effort, Shape, and Space .

The student will develop verbal and analytical skills in the areas of Body, Effort, Shape and Space.
The student will deepen and refine sensitivity, understanding and appreciation of others.
The student will deepen and refine self-confidence and self-esteem, reduction of stress anxiety and self
doubt.

Music For Dance/ Enjoyment of Music
Rhythm/Note notation and application of rhythms
Study of music history through classical and modern/contemporary eras
Experimentation with the use of selected instruments
Observation/Listening of music: Required to see 3 different music concerts and write about them.
Promote understanding of Music as it relates to its respective time in history.
Gain an appreciation for Music, its structure, foundation, meanings and relevancy to culture.

To Dance is Human : Dance Culture and Society
Investigate key philosophical, cultural-anthropological and aesthetic concepts as they pertain to dance and
dancing.
Investigate how dance and dancing which is indigenous to one group of people in a particular historical
period or geographic region travels to a new era or geographic location
Observe and perfonn the dances from a variety of American cultural groups .
Study storytelling as a phenomena
Experience and investigate the power of story telling
Exercise the mind, body and spirit to know the self better and a means to become more curious about
others and more free and respectful in the pursuit of building community.
Develop and employ "multiple intelligences"
Engage in interdisciplinary study
Connect course content and experience with outside life and living

Dance History
Gain an understanding of dance. What is it? Where does it come from? Where do we dance? Why do we
dance.
Promote an understanding of the power of dance in different cultures. Why do we dance around the world.
(Thailand, Africa, Tahiti, England, Italy, France) Learn about Gemes and their meanings, cultural

relevance/purpose ( Ballet, Jazz, Modem, Tap, Popular Dance, cultural dance around the world)
Read, write and speak about Ballet; its origination, culture, values, styles, structure, history. ( ex:
Balanchine, Taylor)
Read, write, speak about Modern; its history, values, ideas, emotion, origination, styles. ( ex: Martha
Gram)
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Students will be exposed to how popular dance has evolved.

Kinesiology I and II
To develop understanding of the basic structure and function of the human body as it applies to movement
Develop an understanding of how to apply this knowledge to care for the dancer's body-- training, injury
prevention, nourishment

As dancers, begin to develop an awareness of individual potentials and limitations
Demonstrate and be able to teach postural alignment
Discuss the effects of changes in alignment, stability on joints and soft tissue structures
Explain basic concepts of glucose metabolism
Explain how the human skeleton works as a system
Identify the names of major bones of the axial and appendicular skeletons and the surface landmarks of
major muscle groups
Discuss major roles of the nervous and cardiopulmonary systems

Principles of Teaching
Demonstrate a working knowledge of the discipline of dance as identified in the content standards in the

California Visual and Performing Arts Framework, K 0 12
Design standards-based instruction that meets CA VAPA Standards and represents best practice in
instruction and lesson design
Research, Write, and Share information on current issues/resources in dance education
Apply cognitive processes used in dance/arts: creating, performing, and responding
Explore and analyze evaluation tools in the assessment of student learning.
Demonstrate and understanding for the promotion of inquiry and imaginative thinking as well as a selfdiscovery in the teaching of dance.

Demonstrate the ability to structure a class and create lesson plans for selected experiences that contribute
to the logical progression of a well-planned class.
Demonstrate an understanding of the broad experiences integral to a well-balanced dance curriculum in
various settings

Ballet
Increase Flexibility, muscular development, posture and coordination.
Enrichment from the learning environment of the ballet studio.
Continued development of self confidence and self-esteem in a supportive environment.
Continued appreciation and consideration of fellow students.
Develop correct movement habits, muscle memory .
Enhanced knowledge of application of sound principles pf performing ballet technique.
Understand and be able to use ballet terminology.
Application of ballet discipline and protocol.
Musicality and performance is enhanced.

Modern
Demonstrate body awareness at the end of course.
Demonstrate proper alignment
Demonstrate an understanding of the body as a tool for the exploration of Effort, Shape, Space
Demonstrate the ability to use momentum and other movement qualities
Gain more flexibility, strength, balance, coordination and Stamina
Demonstrate the ability to understand the capabilities of different body types and work with others to
provide a nurturing environment.
Develop the ability to observe and discuss dance as an art fom1.

Jazz
Gain an understanding of the Jazz geme. What is Jazz? Where does it fit into the world of dance? How is it
different from other genres?

Study different fonns of Jazz and their defining traits
Develop an understanding and appreciation for Jazz/Jazz teehnique.
Learn the aspects/technique ofperfonnance and audition process. ( Mock auditions/headshot)
Technique: across the floor, center work.

World Dance/Yoga
Develop an understanding of the Yoga culture ( Basic Yoga terms and beginning poses)
Be able to speak and write about Rajas, Tamas and Sattva as it relates to Yoga, application in personal and
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community life.
Strengthen physically and grow internally; Gain knowledge about the self, becoming aware of the personal
stressors and ways ofliving with the Rajas and Tamas.
Be able to demonstrate and identify beginning Yoga poses properly with alignment and by name.

Dance Conditioning
Gain an understanding of Nutrition and Healthy eating habits.
Promote a healthy lifestyle
Train in physical activities such as running, jumping, cardio dri11s, floor work ( abs, stretching,
strengthening work) with dance related themes such as plies and por de bras.

Pilates
Develop an understanding of Pilates and its origination
Learn the basic terminology and exercisesimat work
Demonstrate understanding and proper use of Pilates machine work
Develop an appreciation for Pilates as a way to strengthen
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Speak about and be able to identify muscle groups
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Brianna Quinones-Barron
Senior Thesis
October 11, 2011
Comparing the Dance Education Curriucula of
in the Private Sector Studios Compared to Post Secondary Institutions
A reoccurring question in the mind of dance educators is the effectiveness of their
curriculwn to properly prepare dancers for, the performance lifestyle, a teaching lifestyle, or
both. In almost every neighborhood, one can find some place to learn dance. It may be through a
recreation center, a gym, a studio, community college, or a university. Dancers with the desire to
pursue an education in dance, making it his or hers life work must ask themselves how they
might go about getting this education. The two main lifelines for dance education are colleges
and private studios. Many times, a dancer must decide what his or her goal is in dance in order to
decide where to obtain training. The decision is derived from an understanding on the dancer's
part, that both institutions will offer two different perspectives about dance. A dancer's
development is affected by where him or her decides to begin or pursue dance training as a result
of the differences in curricula.
Many dancers obtain degrees from universities where they will leave and lead a
performance lifestyle, or earn a credential and begin teaching dance in k-12 schools, colleges, or
private studios. Universities offer curricula in which dancers develop more than technical skill.
They offer a broader view of dance including the development of creative and choreographic
skills accompanied with technique training. Universities also offer education to deepen the
dancers understanding and appreciation of dance culture such as dance history, cultural context
and aesthetics of dance as well as movement concepts such as Time, Space and Energy (Cohen).i
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These courses are important for dancers because more often then not they are consumed by the
media's perception of dance, which is projected onto them through television and magazines.
The general population sees the media projecting dance as "highly competitive" and available
only to the few dancers who can earn their living in the profession. Some of the images that
come to mind when one sees a dancer in the media are excessively thin, extremely flexible,
disciplined and sometimes arrogant. Although this image is not always a false representation, it
certainly is not the requirement. The popular image that is given to the public does not cover
dance and its massive history or culture nor does it always express the process that develops a
dancer from head to toe. In fact, there are misconceptions about dance such as the belief that
dance is either relatively easy, or only for a select few. Becoming educated in dance is neither
easy nor is it only for the elite few. Competition studios have made the popular image of
selective talent very prominent, praising students with superior talent.
The curriculum that universities offer, consisting of artistry, creativity, and aesthetics are
"secondary to the primary popular image." (Poseyi The problem with this is that if a dancer has
only been trained technically in a highly competitive environment, he or she will internalize this
competitive mind set about dance and may find transition into a university program, a place of
constant learning and development, problematic. In many university programs, dancers are not
only asked to develop their technique and flexibility, but they are also asked to develop the mind,
evaluate dance from a constructive perspective and create with personal aesthetic in mind. This
can be challenging to a competitive dancer that has never been exposed to this kind oflearning
environment. Studio curricula often offers more external values and ideals about dance that
confuse and challenge dancers when they are asked to learn concepts that are meant to develop
their minds as well as the external body. The transition can prove to be very challenging as

dancers are asked to reconsider some ideas they have believed in for quite some time.
Studio dance educators have argued that their curriculum for the dance programs are
synonymous with that of a university saying that they, "offer a wide range of definitions of dance
· education that are at least partially consistent with the academic view" (Cohent. However, Sam
Carr and Mathew Wyon, both lecturers in sport and exercise psychology, have done research that
suggests that although studio training gives dancers the technical training they believe they need,
the methods they use can actually be harmful to dancers internally. Studios teach their students in
a way that alters their sense of accomplishment, improvement, effort and concept of learning.
This is done when studio educators emphasize an environment where dancers are valued
according to their technical skill, known as a performance-oriented climate (Carr and Wyont.
The performance-oriented climate is said to be a result of the teachers and coaches who praise
more "skilled" dancers which emphasizes competition and puts down the idea of personal
progression and effort (Ca1T and Wyonf. Many private dance studios are valuing a dancer based
on criteria that is set by naturally superior dancers. Instead, it is more useful for the dancer to
associate themselves with a group that fits his or her age, body type, experience, and goals so
that dancers are not striving to meet some one else's identity. The role models that dancers often
aspire to are ones seen in dance magazines, television such as the dance competition So You
Think You Can Dance or in movies. The inner need for immediate results causes them to
disvalue the process and only focus on the present. Based on a recent research article printed in
2003 by the Journal ofDance Medicine and Science, titled: The Impact ofMotivational Climate

on Dance Student's Achievement Goals, Trait Anxiety, and Perfectionism, this type of
environment cannot be embraced as the best way because it is damaging to a dancer's well
beinli-

The idea of valuing a dancer by their technical skill is problematic for dancers because

omit the fact that dancers come in all shapes, sizes, colors, body types, and abilities. The image
ofperfection that the media seeks is one that is synonymous with the focus of many private
dance studios. The dancer is deprived of the appreciation of effort and is praised only for mastery
of skill. The amount of pressure and anxiety to be the best is immeasurable. A dancer from this

kind of private studio would find it very challenging to transfer into a university that places him
or her into a class teaching about aesthetics and abstract movement. They may not m1derstand or
may even reject the idea of how a simple hand gesture or stillness can be powerful because they
have been valued by how many pirouettes they can manage. The dancer with superior physical
abilities would excel in technique classes such as jazz and ballet, however they may struggle to
learn new moving concepts in modem (if not previously studied) or choreography based learning
courses. Karen Schupp, a senior lecturer in the School of Dance at Arizona State University
states, "In competitive dance studios, teachers usually provide technical advice that trains the
students to view the body from an external point of viewvii ." The dancers will only seek out ways
of bettering themselves externally instead of cognitively and creatively because these ideas have
held no value in winning competitions. The lines of what is correct and incorrect are clearly
labeled in dance will make it difficult for dancers to transition into a college level curriculum.
They have a preconceived idea of what "good technique" is (Schuppfrn. The differences in the
understanding of technique will differ greatly because the idea of good technique from a
university curriculum is based upon a wide range of dance concepts including anatomy and
kinesiology, theory of movement and aesthetics, while studios understand technique to be about
the amount of turns a dancer can manage. The differences in curricula leave questions in many

minds wondering why the curriculums focuses are so different and why they have not been
joined together.
Elsa Posey states that research has been done suggesting that dance educators that open
studios often have little experience with teaching, although their dance experience spans many
years (Poseyt. These dancers will open a studio once their performance years are behind them
and attract the public to bring their children to learn dance. In order for a business to thrive, they
must give the public what they believe their children should learn in order to become a
successful dancer. This image that they seek is the one that the media has projected onto the
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general population, which was discussed before. These parents may be unaware of the vast
cultural education that dance has to offer and therefore may not value their children learning
about aesthetics, history or culture. They want their children to learn to be disciplined and how to
perform large leaps and turns that they see on television, impressing family and friends. In order
to meet this need, parents will pay studios top dollar and owners will capitalize on this. "Cunent
practices in private schools of dance are based on meeting the needs of the marketplace\" says
Elsa Posey, former president of the National Dance Education Organization (NDEO), while
speaking about how dance itself can be a business instead of an art form. When the art form
becomes secondary to business needs, a regurgitation of "education" is dished out to students
each year, stopping the production of new ideas and ways of teaching. These circumstances leave
dancers unprepared to handle the university curriculumxi. Universities will ask the dancer to use
their intellect and answer questions regarding what they know about dance. Dancers will be
enlightened to the idea of an entire new world of concepts that they may have never experienced
or considered .
The issues with studio curricula stated before is not to discredit a focus on physical

training. In fact, physical training is very essential to being a dancer; however, what many dance
educators are suggesting is that dance education be broadened to develop the dancer as a whole
that and prepare them to handle life after the studio. This post-studio life may include dancers
going into a college dance program, dancing professionally or beginning a teaching career. What
this type of curriculum intends to do is prepare the dancer for an understanding that dance
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education is life long. The dancer is always learning and will never reach the ending point of
greatness that they are always reaching for. Learning in an environment that teach students to
anticipate ultimate greatness as the only sign of value may lead dancers into a dark place when
they discover that this place is never reachable. The value in learning is the centerpiece for
university-based programs, which prepares dancers for that moment when they think about their
careers and wonder if they will ever be "good enough." Like physical training, the body is like
two sides of a coin. A dancer must educate one side ( the physical) as much as the other side (the
brain) which will develop an even, balanced dancer who has the capacity to handle being
challenged physically and mentally. The question then becomes: how can we create better
dancers that are happy, healthy, and educated? The answer is finding ways to bring these two
types of programs and their ideas togetherx\ as Karen Schuup has suggested .
One way that educators can accomplish this task is to find ways of merging both
educations together. Studios are best at training their students to have focused physical training
to anticipate a life of performancexiii. University curriculum offers performance opportunities to
students; however the focus falls on the creativity and dance as an art form. This means an
increased value on personal aesthetics, interpretations, use of dance language and knowledge of
theory and anatomy. If studio owners could find a way to merge some of these ideas into their
own curriculum, they would find their dancers to be more prepared to transition into a college
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dance program. Studio owners must bring some of the college level curriculum into the studios
so that they can begin to work the dancers into a place of continued life-long development. A
minor adjustment alone can make a world of a difference in a dancer's career. The introduction
to concepts of creativity, kinesiology and aesthetics give dancers the extra edge they will need in
a highly competitive dance world. They may seem more qualified for jobs, have a wider dance
vocabulary and will certainly make more intellectual connections. One purpose of dance
education is to teach students to use their bodies fully incorporating the mind, spirit and body to
create meaning and move. The job of dance educators is to seek out the best way possible to help
their students achieve this goal.
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Brianna Quinones-Barron
Senior Thesis
Loyola Marymount University
March,2012

Teacher-Student Relationships: The Effects Of Positive Relationships Among Teachers
and Students
There has been sufficient research conducted about the relationships between
students and their teachers. Researchers have found that the relationship between teachers
and their students affects both students and teachers on multiple levels. This research has
led to conclusions about students' personal and academic success as well as teacher's
personal wellbeing and professional growth in regards to positive relationships between
teachers and their students. It has been concluded by numerous studies that both students
and teachers receive fulfillment, success and growth when they create positive
relationships with one another .

The Teacher
When one thinks of how students and teachers relate to one another, it is easy to
assume that it is the student that is receiving all the benefits from a successful
relationship with their educator. However, research has shown that not only does the
teacher gain fulfillment on a personal level, but they also receive growth professionally .
In a research study conducted in 2000 (based on interviews with sixty teachers both
primary and secondary), researchers found that 1"Teacher-student relationships are often
mentioned as one of the core reasons for staying in the profession" (Teacher Wellbeing,
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460). This research also showed that teachers have a need to feel connected to their
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students. It gives them purpose or "meaning to their work'' (460) as the article describes.
Developing this meaningful relationship with students, accesses a special spark in a
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teachers motivation to work hard to help their students succeed. This, in essence, is
linked to influencing professional growth within teachers, 2 "

•••

Researchers have also

drawn attention to the strong connection between the personal and professional wellbeing
of teachers and have reasoned that there cannot be real professional development without
personal development"(Teacher Wellbeing 461). Developing the teacher's personal need
for connection with their students is key to bettering teachers in today's school systems.
Teachers are described as having a need for a kind of personalization with their
classrooms as students have a need to be connected with their teachers as suggested by
researchers, 3"People have a basic desire for pleasant interactions with others in a
personal caring context and readily develop social bonds when they are simply exposed
to each other. For teachers, the time spent in the proximity of students probably triggers a
desire for unity and togetherness with students in their classroom and motivates them to
engage in personal relationships with pupils" (Teacher Wellbeing, 465). Any basic
education in human nature will offer research showing that the desire for human
connection is not only a main desire of humans, it is also a key element in a human's
intellectual and emotional growth.
As recent events would suggest, teachers in both primary and secondary schools
are becoming more heavily observed and it is suggested that their salaries are penalized
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for insufficient performance. This leads to questions such as: What is the criteria that
observers are using to grade teachers? Are teachers' relationships with their students
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being considered? Teachers are the main backbone of change and growth in society .

3

They have a need for connection with their classroom that is positive and healthy .
Positive teacher-student relationships enable both the teacher and the student to succeed.
The Student

A student's success can be encouraged by the teachers' willingness to meet the
individuals' needs. Many children need to be motivated about learning. Research results
concluded from 99 studies of students from preschool to high school has led researchers
to suggest the three psychological needs of students that must be fulfilled. 4 These needs
are: Relatedness, competence, and autonomy. The research suggests that teachers can
support these needs by: showing involvement (caring for and expressing interest in the
student), providing structure (setting clear rules and consequences), and supporting
autonomy (giving the students freedom to make their own choices and showing
connections between school work and student's interests (Influence of Affective TSRs,
495). Although there are students who will vary in degree in regards to each of these
needs, these three teacher-student tools are a guideline to creating an affective
relationship .
Other needs that teachers must consider is the role that gender plays in a
students learning environment. Research has shown that girls may be more affected by
the relationships they have with their teachers than boys are. "Girls may be more
hindered by conflictual TSRs because conflict-related behaviors such as aggression and
dominance are generally less accepted for girls than for boys (The Influence of TSRs,
497). Because hostile behavior is more generally accepted among boys, it is suggested

that the affects of a hostile relationship between a boy and his teacher are not as

damaging for the boy as opposed to the affects a girl would experience. However,
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research also suggests that boy have much more to gain from positive relationships with
their teachers because of the higher rates of drop out among young boys. 5A research
study done with two young boys, Matt (14) and Connor (13), examined how a teacherstudent dialogue journal could create a better relationship between the students and
teachers as well as stop the progression of social/ behavioral disorders. The teacher,
referred to as Mrs. Lewis, designed the journal to meet what she thought would meet the
needs of the students and create a positive relationship with them. She began her entries
to the students with a praise, then a question, followed by a request. An example of the
format:
Mrs. Lewis : "I loved how you raised your hand in class today, it was very polite

of you. What are other ways you could be considerate in class? Tomorrow, can
you say hello to one of your classmates when you enter?"
Student Response: ..... .

Mrs. Lewis found the responses to this method as somewhat helpful, however she
did not reach her goal of obtaining a better relationship with her students. The very
simple fact that she wrote in this format every entry was insulting to Matt. He asked her
why she always wrote him this way and became unresponsive to many of her entries until
she asked him about what he was greatful for during Christmas time. He then answers,
"To have a job so I can get my family presents." This response was the most personal.
Observers of this study concluded that these boys needed more room for personal
freedom. This intrinsic need is tied to earlier in the text where the support of autonomy is
suggested as a way for teachers to connect to their students.

In conclusion, both teachers and students have intrinsic needs that are essential

5

for creating the best teacher-student relationship possible. It is important for teachers to
access their students needs so that they can initiate these relationships with their students
in order to receive the personal satisfaction and professional growth that comes from
success in the classroom. However, it has become increasingly hard for teachers and
students to get what they need from each other due to external forces such as budget cuts,
larger classrooms and department ends that must be met without regards to the means.
Teaching and learning are two jobs that require much work and preparation. There is no
denying that having a successful teacher-student relationship is essential for both parties'
success and growth.

Spilt, Jantine L., Koomen, Helma M. Y., Thijs, Jochem T." Education Psychology
Review" Teacher Wellbeing: The Importance ofStudent Teacher Relationships. No. 23
(2011): 460, http://O-www.spJ:ingerU11kcomJin11s.lmu.edt1,kontentL104J)726x/23/'lj.
2 (i) 461, http://O-www.springerlink.eom.linus.lmu.edu/content/1040-726x/23/4/
3 (ii) 465, http:/ /O-www.springerlink.eom.linus.lmu.edu/ content/1040-726x/23 / 4/
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Roorda, Debora L., Koomen, Helma M. Y ., Spilt, Jantine L., Oort, Frans J. Review of
Educational Research." The Influence of Affective Teacher-Student Relationships on
Students' School Engagement and achievement: A Meta Analytic Approach". 81 (2011);

493. http://rer .sagepub .com/content/81 /4/493.

Dance is my Teacher

What I love most about dance is how it has taught me many things about myself
and other artists. As a young child and through young adulthood, we need guidance, self
assurance and confidence in ourselves. I feel that when I was in high school, dance really
helped me to develop these things which may not have happened, had dance not been
present in my life. Learning dance, teaches concepts such as developing a sense of
confidence, making mistakes and turning them into something better, developing
relationships with other people, and learning to feel what you need. Now that I will be
graduating from college, I cannot imagine my life without dance. I have decided to build my
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life around dance with a career in dance education to inspire and educate young people
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through the hardest times of their lives .
During high school, dance kept me out of trouble and focused on positive things
like spending time with my friends and dance team mates, as well as keeping my grades up.
Hard work was key in high school because you would be performing in front of your
entire school. Time management became a focus for me towards the end of high school and
into my college years because now I had to work on my dance technique, get a job, and go
to school. All of this while trying to stay healthy and get enough rest. Learning such
responsibility for myself was so motivating because after I got my diploma, I realized that I
had completed all of these things. It felt so good to know that hard work really does work.
It motivated me when I entered into college.
College was where I really learned the most about myself. Dance was so consistent

in my life. It gave me so much opportunity to work through days when I was tired, upset
and overwhelmed. I worked with some amazing dancers, choreographing and creating.
Feeding off of their creativity made mine grow so much more. Discussing dance with other
dancers and relating our lives together was a way for me to encourage other opinions to
stretch across my brain so that I could form my own. Different from high school, I had
more focused and individual genre classes. Ballet, Modem and Jazz were the main three
genres I worked with, along with some occasional hip hop work. I found that as a dancer I
received a different feeling from each class. Ballet called for me to bring my best to class
every day. I was a way to mentally and physically train myself to be ready for my ballet
classes because they contained such concentrated and rigorous work. I developed such an
appreciation for ballerinas because this genre is not only difficult but most definitely a test
of the mind. My Jazz technique gave me a chance to have fun a develop a sense of attitude
about myself. I have always loved jazz because it gives me a place to put forward my
personality. It is hard work but the reward is the satisfaction of an amazing performance. I
have been doing jazz for such a long time but it was not until recently that I became really
aware and submerged in the work that is involved. I hope to make up for lost time and
really work especially hard to develop much stronger jazz technique in the future. Modem
was a place where I could do just the opposite. I still come mentally prepared but also
mentally open to anything. I can spill out everything like water pouring out of a glass. In
modem I am such a free person, manipulating my body in spaces that pedestrian activities
rarely reach. Modem pushes me to feel more and think less; be present but open. In college
I have especially developed a love for modern .. The music and movement together is such a

release for me mentally and physically. I would say that Modern is where I derive a lot of
choreography ideas as of late. The way music relates to all dance forms is amazing because
of how choreography can change or enhance the music. There is a quote I especially love
from George Balanchine that really captures the way I feel about music and dance; "Dance
is music made visible". Dance is beautiful because it makes one access different parts of the
self. One can become so much more in touch with what gives him or her motivation,
confidence, love, feeling, and understanding of what he or she needs. I think that everyone
should be educated in dance for at least a portion in their lives.
Another aspect of dance that I really love is the fact that people dance all over the
world; people who have different body types, backgrounds, values and religions all dance
for different purposes. Taking classes in African dance, and Hawaiian dance has been both
enjoyable and a learning experience. I love learning about what dance has to do with a
culture. Among many things, Hawaiians and Africans dance for festivals, rituals, in honor
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of the earth and religion. I am simply amazed by the genuine love and practice that goes into
the work and perforating of these dancers. I really enjoy learning a piece of their culture.
Again, dance teaches me something about other people that I may use to help develop the
way I think about the world around me .
The way I see dance is like a teacher. Dance is that foreign language teacher that
refuses to speak English in class, only speaking in dance. At first, the idea is terrifying and
one might feel like running out But if one stays around and really listens, works, and pays
attention, one can learn this new language from a deeper place than a piece of paper with a
definition on it. What I find beautiful about dance is the fact that experiencing is learning;

learning about the seU: others, and the world around us.

Moving to a New City
Las Vegas
Facts About Las Vegas:

Las Vegas was established in 1905 and officially recognized in 1911 as a city. It is
known as the Entertainment Capital of the World offering gaming and casinos as
well as a variety of nightlife. Las Vegas is the 28 th most inhabited city. A 2010 census
recorded a population of 583, 756 and in the metropolitan area 1,951,269.
Demographics:
Over 50% of Las Vegas residents are White followed by about thirty percent
Latino/Hispanic and eleven percent African American. Other demographics such as
Native American, Hawaiian or Asian are about ten percent of the population. This
city is commonly home to families and retirees.
Climate:
Classified as a subtropical desert climate. This city enjoys about 300 days of
sunshine per year with highs during the moths of June and September between 94
and 104 degrees. The winters are very short and mild with lows typically between
60 and 40 degrees.
Culture:
Museums:
Neon Museum (home to many historical signs of the valley)
Las Vegas Museum of Organized Crime and Law Enforcement
Las Vegas Natural History Museum
Lied Discovery Children's Museum
Old Vegas Mormon State Historic Park
An Arts District is located in downtown on the first Friday of each moth and local
artists are invited to come and display/ show their art for spectators and those who
want to purchase.
Las Vegas is also home to a Zoo!
Southern Nevada Zoological-Botanical Park, has over 150 species of animals and
plants.
Smith Center for the Performing Arts
This art center is under construction and set to be finished in 2012. It will host
dance performances, Broadway shows, opera and orchestra performances.
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I have known Brianna Barron for approxlmately 8 years. She was a dance student of mine for
four years in high school. Following high school graduation she continued to further her education at
the college level. During that time Brianna often taught technique classes and choreographed
numerous dance routines for my dance students. During the summer of 20111 invited Brianna Barron
to teach my intermediate and advanced level dance teams dance skills, technique, and choreography
over a 2 day period. The lessons she prepared were beneficial to my students in a way that helped them
look at dance through her perspective. Below is a description of what she taught.

Tuesday, August 2, 2011
Dance Choreography: (intermediate level)

lesson Plan: Brianna introduced the concept of spatial awareness. She challenged dancers to explore
movement th rough space by using different parts of the body to create shapes. Emotion was explored
by playing different styles of music which dancers were required to emote feeling through movement in
space and through facial expression.

Outcome: Brianna taught the above concept to my intermediate level team. 35 female dancers
participated in this exercise. I found it to be extremely successful. The majority of the dancers
completely invested their energy into this improvisational exercise. Some felt awkward and initially
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were apprehensive about participating. Fortunately, after observing their teammates receiving positive
feedback they began to try harder. Brianna checked for understanding through observation and verbal
discussion.

Wednesday August4,2011
Boys Hip Hop Team

lesson Plan: The same exercise on spatial awareness was taught to my boys hip hop team.
Outcome: The boys were apprehensive at first, but discovered that there were numerous ways to
express emotion which grabs an audience's attention. They learned that by exploring the space around
them new ideas for interesting choreography could be developed.

Thursday August 4, 2011
Dance Team (advanced dance}

lesson Plan: Technique and Jazz Choreography
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· Outcome: Brianna can relate to relevant styles of dance through music and movement at the advanced
level. She challenged dancers to explore emotion through across the floor activities highlighting their
feeling/emotion through time and space. She defined what she was looking for from each dancer
through demonstration and verbal guidance. Brianna also introduced challenging elements of dance
· technique coupled with emotional direction to help show how the dancers could develop more
advanced and meaningful choreography.
Brianna was very mature in her approach to teaching these lessons. She was well received by
my students. She gave clear and concise instruction that generated a fun and challenging environment.
Alf 3 dance levels learned the importance of spatial awareness and how their bodies move through
space. They learned the importance of investing emotion into their movement and how it can impact an
audience. My students had the opportunity to work with a well- respected dancer and teacher.

Sincerely,
Michelle Whisler
Dance Teacher/Advisor

